Communicated by M. H. Protter, December 9, 1970 0. In this note we shall outline the results about the cohomology of BSPL, where BSPL is the classifying space of the stable oriented PL micro bundles. In this paper p is always an odd prime number. The detailed version of these results will appear in [18].
1. The method to prove Theorem I is to compute the Serre spectral sequences associated to the fiberings, SPL->SF->F/PL->BSPL ->BSF. The structures of H*(SF:Z P ) and H*(BSF:Z P ) were determined in [9] (
iv) Multiplicative mod torsions, i.e. ufa®^) -U(TT^) -U(TT<L) mod torsion elements.
Let BO be the classifying space of the real vector bundles. This is a H space defined by Whitney sum of bundles. Let BO(8iV) be the space obtained from BO by killing the homotopy groups 7r t (BO), i<SN. Then by Bott periodicity ti SN BO(8N) = BOXZ, and BO and BOXO coincide as H spaces. On the other hand there are products,
HM,N:BO(SM)XBO(8iV)-»BO(8(M+N)),
obtained by tensor products of bundles. And we obtain the product n: We define the map <r : F/PL-»BO®P by o-X8 i P â: F/PL -> BOP -> BOP -> B0® P . PROPOSITION 
1-2. The Cp homotopy equivalence â is a H space map.

Let fN'S BN -^BO(SN)
be the representative of the canonical generator w 8 N (BO (8 N) we obtain Theorem II.
3. The essential part to prove Theorem III is the following proposition. PROPOSITION 
